Abstract. The generators and all the commutation relations are calculated explicitly for higher symmetry algebras of a class of hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange systems of Liouville type (in particular, for 2D Toda chains associated with semi-simple complex Lie algebras).
Introduction. We give a complete description of the generators and relations in higher symmetry algebras for a class of Darboux-integrable hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange systems of Liouville type [11, 15, 18] . There exist many non-equivalent definitions of this type of PDEs [5, 11, 18] ; we investigate the systems E L that admit as many first integrals of the characteristic equation D y (w) . = 0 on E L and of D x (w) . = 0 on E L as there are unknown functions. The 2D Toda chains associated with semi-simple complex Lie algebras are the most well studied example of such equations [10, 11, 12, 14, 15] . The systems of this class are known to possess higher symmetries ϕ = (φ) that depend on free functional parameters φ = t φ 1 (x, [w]), . . ., φ r (x, [w] ) and belong to the image of linear matrix operators in total derivatives [3, 6, 12, 16] . We show that this property follows from the initial assumptions on the class of equations E L . We establish the transformation rules for the factoring operators under unrelated transformations of the coordinates in their domains and images. The images of these operators are closed with respect to the commutation, whence the Lie algebra structure on their domains appears. We calculate the brackets on the domains explicitly, which yields all the commutation relations in the pushed forward symmetry algebras sym E L . To do this, we introduce auxiliary Hamiltonian operators which have the same domain as .
Remark. We do not assume the presence of symmetry x ↔ y in E L . We work with 'the x-half' of the algebra sym E L related to the first integrals w i ∈ ker D y E L ; the reasonings hold for the respective 'y-half' of sym E L , and the two subalgebras commute between each other. Second, some of our requirements are excessive and are made for the sake of transparency only. Namely, the reasonings hold even if the number of first integrals w 1 , . . ., w r for the characteristic equation on E L is less than the number of the unknowns u 1 , . . ., w m in E L . In that case, the auxiliary (r × r)-matrix operatorsÂ k defined in (7) become smaller but remain Hamiltonian (see [6] for the second Poisson structure for KdV provided by the 2D Toda chains with a unique integral). For the Euler-Lagrange systems E L at hand, the integralswī ∈ ker D x E L are not used in the proofs, unlike in [16] for arbitrary Liouville-type systems. The proof of Corollary 2 below holds for the nontrivial topology of the bundles with fibre coordinates u i , base points (x, y), and the projection π.
The paper is organized as follows. First we define the operators that factor symmetry generators for the systems E L ; an example is given for the A 2 -Toda chain. In sect. 2 we introduce auxiliary Hamiltonian operators; here, in particular, we re-derive the higher Poisson structures for the Drinfel'd-Sokolov hierarchies [4] on 2D Toda chains related to semi-simple complex Lie algebras. We calculate the commutation relations in the algebras sym E L ; an illustration is given for the Kaup-Boussinesq equation. Finally, we discuss some properties of the operators that yield symmetries of non-Lagrangian Liouville-type systems.
All notions and constructions from geometry of PDE are standard [2, 9, 13] . We follow the notation of [6, 7, 8 ].
Symmetry generators for E L
Definition. A Liouville-type system E is a system {u xy = F (u, u x , u y ; x, y)} of m hyperbolic equations upon u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) which admits nontrivial first integrals
for the linear first order characteristic equations D y E (w i ) . = 0 and D x E (w j ) . = 0 that hold by virtue ( . =) of E, and such that all conservation laws for E belong to I(x, [w]) dx ⊕ Ī (y, [w]) dy with differential functions I andĪ. Example 1. In [15] it was proved that the 2D Toda chains [10] u i xy = exp(K i j u j ) related to semi-simple complex Lie algebras with the Cartan matrices K admit maximal (r =r = m) sets of the integrals. Various methods for reconstruction of w i ,w j for these exponential-nonlinear Toda chains were proposed in [5, 14, 18] . The differential orders (after a shift by −1) of the integrals w 1 , . . ., w r are equal to the exponents of the corresponding semi-simple Lie algebras of rank r.
The generators ϕ = φ(x, [w]) of higher symmetry algebras for Liouville-type equations are factored by matrix operators in total derivatives [12, 18] . For EulerLagrange Liouville-type systems E L = {F ≡ E(L) = 0}, see [3, 6, 17] , the existence of certain factorizations for at least a part of symmetries is rigorous and can be readily seen as follows. For integrals w such that D y (w) = ∇(F ) vanishes on the differential ideal {F = 0}
∞ by virtue of an operator ∇, and for any I(x, [w]), the generating section
for the linearization (the Frechét derivative) implies that the vector
is a symmetry of E L for any φ = ℓ (w) I * (1) = E w (I dx). A standard homological reasoning (see [9, §7.8] ) shows that formula (1) yields symmetries of the system E L even if sections φ do not belong to the image of the variational derivative E w w.r.t. w.
In this section we recall the construction of well-defined operators that determine symmetries for a class of Euler-Lagrange Liouville-type systems. The images of such operators are closed under the commutation whenever the integrals w are minimal, 
of the integrals w.r.t. the momenta factors all Noether symmetries ϕ L of E L , which are given by
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions and notation of Proposition 1, the section
is a symmetry of the Liouville-type equation E L for any r-tuple φ = t (φ 1 , . . . , φ r ).
Proof. Consider the jet bundle J ∞ (ξ) over the fibre bundle ξ : R r × R → R with the base R ∋ x and the fibres R r with coordinates w 1 , . . . , w r . By Proposition 1, the statement is valid for any φ in the image of the variational derivative E w . Obviously, its image contains all variational covectors φ whose components φ i (x) ∈ C ∞ (R) are functions on the base of the new bundle ξ. The prolongation of the substitution w = w m[u] : J ∞ (π) → Γ(ξ) converts the components of sections φ to smooth differential functions in u (which denotes the set of fibre coordinates in the bundle π over the same base R ∋ x). Now recall that is an operator in total derivatives D x whose action
, and the assertion follows. . . , u m in the infinite jet bundles over ξ and π that specify its domain and image, respectively, the operator is transformed according to the formula
Proof. The commutator of two Noether symmetries ϕ becomes well defined on im E w . Namely, it maps variational covectors for the fibre bundle ξ to evolutionary derivations in the jet space over the other fibre bundle π. Repeating the reasoning used in the proof of Corollary 2, we establish the transformation rule (5) and the commutation closure of on the entire domain.
Example 2. Consider the Euler-Lagrange 2D Toda system associated with the simple Lie algebra sl 3 (C), see [10, 11, 14] ,
The minimal integrals for system (6) are
x , Introduce the momenta m 1 := 2u x − v x and m 2 := 2v x − u x , whence we express the integrals as w = w[m]. All symmetries (up to x ↔ y) of (6) are of the form
is a pair of arbitrary functions and the (2 × 2)-matrix operator in total derivatives is
Its first column is contained in the encyclopaedia [1] ; an operator with both columns of order two, hence generating a linear subspace of infinite codimension in the symmetry algebra for (6) , is derived in [16] .
Commutation relations in sym E L
The integrals w[m] of Euler-Lagrange Liouville-type systems E L determine the Miura substitutions from commutative modified KdV-type Hamiltonian hierarchies B of Noether symmetries for E L to completely integrable KdV-type hierarchies A of higher symmetries of the multi-component wave equations E ∅ = {s xy = 0}, see below. A natural example is given by the potential modified KdV equation
x , which is transformed to the KdV equation w t = − 
Lemma 4. Introduce the linear differential operator
that maps variational covectors for the jet bundle J ∞ (ξ) over ξ to evolutionary vector fields on it,
Operator (7) is Hamiltonian and determines a higher (that is, k = k( , m) ≥ 2) Poisson structure for the KdV-type hierarchy A; the coefficients ofÂ k are differential functions in w.
Proof. By construction, the Poisson bracket
Therefore the left-hand side of (8) is bi-linear, skew-symmetric, and satisfies the Jacobi identity. Fourth, it measures the velocity of the integrals w along a Noether symmetry of E L . Since evolutionary derivations are permutable with the total derivative D y , the velocity
and hence its density is a differential function of the minimal integrals w.
Using the auxiliary operators (7), we now describe all the commutation relations between symmetries (4) in the algebra sym E L .
First, consider a linear differential operator A whose arguments φ(x, [w]) = t φ 1 , . . . , φ r are the variational covectors for the infinite jet bundle over ξ. Assume that the image of A in a Lie algebra of evolutionary vector fields E A(·) is closed w.r.t. the commutation: [im A, im A] ⊆ im A. By the Leibnitz rule, two sets of summands appear in the bracket of fields A(φ ′ ), A(φ ′′ ) that belong to the image of A:
In the first summand we have used the permutability of evolutionary derivations and operators in total derivatives. The second summand hits the image of A by construction. The commutator [ , ] im A induces a Lie algebra structure [ , ] A in the quotient Ω 1 (ξ π ) of the domain of A by its kernel:
This bracket, which is defined up to ker A, equals
It contains the two standard summands and the skew-symmetric bilinear bracket {{ , }} A .
Theorem 5. (i)
The bracket {{ , }} on the domain of the operator satisfies the equality
The bracket {{ , }}Â k for the Hamiltonian operatorÂ k = τ A αβ τ · D τ is calculated by the formula [9, 13] 
(ii) The coefficients of the bilinear terms in the bracket {{ , }} are differential functions of the integrals w.
Proof. Part (i) of Theorem 5 sums up the proof of Theorem 3 and Lemma 4. Part (ii)
is a special case of Lemma 6, see below.
The multi-component wave equation E ∅ = {s xy = 0}, whose symmetries contain the hierarchy A and such thatÂ 1 = ℓ (s) w * encodes the differential constraint between the coordinates s and momenta w for E ∅ , is chosen such that the first structure A 1 =Â −1 1 for A factors the higher Hamiltonian structure for B.
(s) w * ≥ 2. Theorem 5 is illustrated in [8] : for each semi-simple complex Lie algebra of rank two, the Hamiltonian operatorsÂ 1 andÂ k are constructed for the corresponding Drinfel'dSokolov hierarchy, and the commutation relations are calculated for the 2D Toda chain u xy = exp(Ku). We recall that the Boussinesq equation with a (removable) dissipation appears for the root system A 2 , c.f. Example 2 and [6] .
Example 3 (The modified Kaup-Boussinesq equation). Consider an Euler-Lagrange extension of the scalar Liouville equation [7] ,
Denote the momenta by a = 1 2
The minimal integrals of system (12) are
factors (Noether, see (3)) symmetries of (12) . The bracket {{ , }} induced in the inverse image of is
where ψ = t (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) and χ = t (χ 1 , χ 2 ); we use upper indices for convenience. Consider a symmetry of (12),
Let us choose an equivalent pair of integrals u = w 2 , v = w 1 + 
This is the Kaup-Boussinesq system, and (15) (16); we have k = 3 and
. By Theorem 5, the bracket {{ , }} e is equal to {{ , }}ÂKB
3
, which is given by formula (11) . We obtain {{ ψ, χ}} e = {{ ψ, χ}}ÂKB
where
x +v Dx and ∇ 2 = − 
Non-Lagrangian Liouville-type systems
Let E = {F = 0} be a Liouville-type system; now it may not be Euler-Lagrange. Let a column w ∈ ker D y E be composed by minimal integrals for E, thence D y (w) = ∇(F ) for some operator ∇. By construction of Liouville-type systems, hyperbolic equations in E are independent from each other. Therefore E is both normal and ℓ-normal [2, 9] , meaning that ∆(F ) = 0 or ∆ • ℓ F . = 0 on E implies ∆ = 0, respectively. By this argument, an evolutionary vector field E ϕ is a symmetry of a Liouville-type system E if and only if it preserves the integrals,
Consider the operator equation
If, hypothetically, an operator in total derivatives such that
were constructed, then it would assign symmetries of a Liouville-type system E to arbitrary r-tuples of the integrals, see (4) . The recent paper [16] contains an algorithm for construction of operator solutions for the equation
Most remarkably, the truncation from below for the sequence of coefficients of lower order derivatives in is a consequence of the presence of a complete set of the integrals w ∈ ker D x E for E. However, the minimal integrals w must be 'spoilt' by differentiating w.r.t. x a suitable number of times. Consequently, instead of the Hamiltonian operator
w • , see (7), one obtains the r.h.s. of (19). Likewise, the images of operators constructed in [16] do not always span the entire x-components of the Lie algebras sym E, and the images are generally not closed under commutation. Moreover, the transformation rules in the domains of under reparametrizationsw[w] of the integrals remain unclear for non-Lagrangian Liouville-type systems.
Lemma 6. If the image of a solution of the operator equation (18) for a Liouvilletype system E is closed under commutation, then all coefficients of the bracket {{ , }} on its domain, see (9) , belong to ker D y E .
Proof. By assumption, we have that
because the underlined composition satisfies (18) . Clearly, D y (φ ′ ) and D y (φ ′′ ) vanish on E for arbitrary φ ′ , φ ′′ . For the same reason, not only the whole bracket {{φ ′ , φ ′′ }} , but each particular coefficient standing at the bilinear terms in it lies in ker D y E .
Example 4. Consider the parametric extension of the scalar Liouville equation,
This equation is ambient w.r.t. the hierarchy of Gardner's deformation of the potential modified KdV equation, see [7] . The contraction U = U(ε, [u(ε)]) from (20) to the non-extended equation
arcsinh(2εu x ); it determines the third order integral for (20) using the integral w = U 2 x − U xx at ε = 0. However, the regularized (at ε = 0) integral of order two for (20) is
The second integral for (20 (20) to its integrals. The images of both operators and¯ are Lie subalgebras in sym E(ε). The bracket {{p, q}}¯ = p y q − pq y for¯ is familiar [6, 18] . The bracket induced in the inverse image of has the following form: for any arguments p, q, we have
The two underlined units correspond to the bracket p x q − pq x on the domain of the operator = U x + 1 2 D x that factors symmetries of the Liouville equation U xy = exp(2U) at ε = 0. In agreement with Lemma 6, the non-constant coefficients of bilinear terms p xx q − pq xx and p x q − pq x in {{p, q}} belong to ker D y E(ε) .
Discussion. The matrix operators = i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ r given by (2) are generalizations of tensors of type (2, 0) in the geometry of infinite jet bundles. We define the operators by using the two unrelated groups of differential reparametrizations for the coordinates in the domains and images, respectively. Furthermore, the operators for the Liouville-type systems E L generalize the theory of Hamiltonian structures as follows: they map variational covectors for one equation (we recall that sym E ∅ ⊃ A) to symmetries of the other system E L (such that sym E L ⊃ B).
Unlike in [3, 16] , we do not attempt to solve equation (18) upon . On the contrary, we define the operators (2) by a geometric reasoning. Thence, first, we prove that their images are involutive and, second, we obtain the Hamiltonian operatorsÂ k = ℓ (u) w • for the KdV-type hierarchies on Euler-Lagrange systems of Liouville type [4, 6] . In other words, we describe a direct algorithm aimed at constructing new completely integrable equations.
Formulas (2) and (7) prescribe the differential order ofÂ k . Estimates for the orders of the integrals w for the 2D Toda chains associated with semi-simple complex Lie algebras g were claimed or performed in [5, 8, 11, 14, 15] of the characteristic Lie algebras (see [11, 14, 15] and also [8] ). The fact that the vector fields Y i coincide [15] with the Chevalley generators f i of the semi-simple Lie algebra g is important here. The same estimate from below follows from the absence of relations other than Serre's for the generators Y i . This is established by listing the linear independent nonzero iterated commutators (see [15] for the root systems A n and D n ).
